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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Esterbrook, Thomas.
Title: Thomas Esterbrook letter books, 1855-1861
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 123
Extent: 2 bound volumes (BV)
Abstract: Two letter books containing the business and personal letters of Thomas J. Esterbrook, a superintendent of the Eureka Copper Mining Company at Ducktown, Tennessee.

Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Thomas J. Esterbrook was general agent and superintendent of the Eureka Copper Mining Company at Ducktown, Tennessee, near Knoxville, around 1855-1861.

Scope and Content Note
The collection consists of two letter books (March 3, 1855 - September 20, 1861) containing business and personal letters of Esterbrook; some letters are laid in.